common weal. Over the past forty years, we have become "a culture of unfettered greed at the top, which places personal gain above public responsibility. . . . People with great wealth and power have a special responsibility to refrain from doing things their wealth and power might enable them to do, but at the same time will undermine the trust that our democratic capitalist system depends on. . . . Cynicism about our economic and political system encourages everyone to act selfishly, even when widespread selfishness imperils the entire system. Without a shared sense of public morality, the individual feels powerless against the greedy behavior of others, and impelled to act selfishly in defense. 'Why should I be a chump?' he asks."

This selfishness can only be justified by a rhetoric of merit, so it is no surprise that our elites now traffic in a moral discourse that assigns the poor and insecure responsibility for their own deprivation. Or else the blame is offloaded to the implacable laws of the competitive market and the unstoppable forces of globalization. Our company must pay the CEO four hundred million dollars while driving down the wages and abolishing the pension plans of our workers because that’s what the market dictates. Either we get responsibility on steroids (I deserve everything I’ve got and you deserve your ever-increasing economic insecurity) or the total evasion of responsibility (the market made me do it). Any sense of a shared destiny or of possible collective action to shape that destiny is lost. It seems that Louis Brandeis, as quoted by Reich, was right: "We can have democracy in this country or we can have great wealth concentrated in the hands of the few, but we cannot have both."

The predictable flip side of a winner-take-all society is anger and scapegoating. The concentration of wealth in a few hands, like the concentration of power in a few hands, inspires fixing the blame for our ills—or a solution of them—in one location. Writing in 1937, facing the rise of fascism on his right and the numerous communists among his friends in America, Burke proclaims that "democracy can be maintained only by complete sophistication," which he contrasts with the Marxist reduction of motive to economic interest and the fascist's simplistic appeal to place all hope in "the man of destiny . . . the Führer" (AH, 168, 166). Comedy is "worldly" in a usage of that term meant to be laudatory. It "avoid[s] the cynical brutality that comes when . . . [we are] outraged by the acts of others or by the needs that
practical exigencies place upon us" (AH, 170). Comedy—and democracy—acknowledges and works with the ways humans act to survive and prosper in this world, without imagining some achieved purity of motive or some salvation provided by a great leader, whether human or divine: “The comic frame of acceptance but carries to completion the translative act. It considers human life as a project of ‘composition,’ where the poet works with the materials of social relationships. Composition, translation, also ‘revision,’ hence offering the maximum opportunity for the resources of criticism. . . . It might provide important cues for the composition of one’s life, which demands accommodation to the structure of others’ lives” (AH, 173-4). On this reading, liberal democracy is a comic political form insofar as it strives to accommodate this cacophony of multiple voices and motives while also giving each person the opportunity to undertake the work of “composition.”

Liberalism’s critics from the left are echoed by a variety of comedy’s critics who bristle at this impulse toward “accommodation.” Most damning is comedy’s acceptance of prevailing social forms. The first thing Rosalind and Celia do on entering the Forest of Arden is to buy a farm. The prudent couples in Austen and Trollope are not only oriented toward heterosexual marriage, but also to a “competence.” These comic couples perhaps marry without parental approval, but never without enough money to maintain a solidly bourgeois household. Even if we accept that comedy rejuvenates the existing forms, that it overcomes the dead hand of the law and of the past by making legal forms and parents amenable to the youthful couple’s desires, society is, at best, re-formed, not transformed. Sexuality must, in the end, be sanctioned in the public form of marriage—which means that all other sexual acts are criminalized. Comedy is both “heteronormative” and participates in the societal policing of transgressive sexual desires and acts. I think this argument confuses two distinct issues. The first is the intolerance, and even punishment, of nonsanctioned sexuality. Here liberalism can only, as ever, strive to expand tolerance, while also paying attention to the potential harms certain sexual acts (especially where there are inequities of power) can do. As always, finding the right balance between tolerance and enforced restraint is difficult and must be continually renegotiated. Protests against where the line is currently drawn are to be expected—and welcomed. The
idea, after all, is to better accommodate human desire—and the work of politics will be, in some instances, precisely to hammer out what desires have legitimate claims on the polity's tolerance, even on its help in reaching fulfillment. But living with others does mean that not all desires will be deemed legitimate, so the complaint that liberal societies deny some desires has, in itself, no bite. The argument here must rest on the particulars of which desires are being denied, not on a general charge that not all desires are accepted. To advocate general acceptance of everything enables "radical" criticism by evading all the hard work of actual dialogic exchange with others who have reasons to offer for the restraint of some desires.

The second issue partakes of this taste for anarchistic positions in radical critiques of liberalism, but should be separated out as a distinct complaint. At stake is the need or desire for public forms that either aid in the expression of or serve as the means to recognize what might be seen as "private" desires. The publicness of comedy, its placement of love on the stage, highlights both the exposure to ridicule and the desire for approbation. To scorn forms (like the form of marriage) because they violate the ineffable, private quality of my love is to seek a refuge in the sublime from the difficulties of living with others, in using the language and forms afforded to us by society. Again, comedy is attuned to the need, even the imperative, to continually improve our language and our forms so as to better accommodate desire. Liberalism is committed to giving individuals as much leeway as possible to re-form what is inherited from the culture and the current idols of the polity. But comedy does not indulge in the dream that true liberation lies in the escape from all forms—and, thus, rejects the generalized criticism of the melancholy Jaques (in As You Like It). We can—and should—argue endlessly about the forms we have and their adequacy, but the argument for formlessness is as fruitless as other transcendental arguments that abjure the human scene.

What about the form of property—and the institution of the market? Is Marx right that capitalism renders the promise of liberal freedom an illusion, and that only the abolition of capitalism could provide a real freedom underwritten by material security? Liberalism has always foreclosed the distribution of power as a safeguard against tyranny. Central to that strategy has been the notion that a modicum
of economic sufficiency, some resources held securely apart from the command of others or of the state, is an important bulwark against oppression. Thus, modern liberalism (or social democracy) has relied heavily on regulation of economic power (in terms of how the economically powerful can treat employees and in terms of combating the market's tendencies to concentrate economic power and to reward various "insider" practices) and on redistributive tax policies and social insurance mechanisms. State regulation, even intervention, in the market has been favored over abolishing the market or attempting centralized management of it. For a leftist like Paul Smith, liberalism's diffidence in this regard renders all its political hopes barren.

The liberal's tone is certainly outraged and militant; but it would be a mistake, I think, to take it as radical opposition. Rather, the discourse of the bien pensant liberal acts, and has always acted, as the loyal opposition, pressing for the right to dissent and question, but never finally questioning or dissenting from the very system that has produced both it and its master. Indeed, the condition of liberalism could be the dictionary definition of precariousness itself: utterly dependent on the system and its rules, always in a supplicant and petitioning relation to it, wanting to have its voice heard, but certainly never willing to overthrow it.89

I will plead guilty as charged. The key point of contention here is the elision of American democracy with American capitalism. Accept the complete coincidence of the two (and the additional assertion that capitalism drives American foreign policy), and Smith's position follows. But if the "rules" of democracy actually function to provide some cherished rights and to offer the means to challenge capitalism's arrangements, then stepping outside the game is not a preferable alternative to working within it. Liberals prefer to take their chances with constitutionalism and the give and take of democratic politics both because the alternatives are unpalatable and because they believe they have a persuasive account of how society should be arranged. Unless our democracy is a complete fraud, one that does not in fact allow for the less powerful to have a voice in prevailing social arrangements, winning one's way to changing those arrangements through the political means afforded by that democracy is preferable to the alternatives. Which is another way of saying that the protections against tyranny offered by constitutional liberal democracies have a better track record than any competitors and it would take a mighty persuasive argument
to convince me (and many others) that those protections were worth risking in a play for revolutionary transformation.

That liberals have told their story badly in recent years does not prove the failings of the "system," but the failings of the liberals. The American right has eaten the left's lunch over the past fifty years by going out and convincing, by hard and sustained rhetorical work, the American people that their version of American life and values is the one to endorse. The right transformed the American political landscape from a general acceptance of New Deal liberalism to the current attacks on Social Security and other entitlements. If Smith thinks "social democracy" of the northern European sort is a craven surrender to ruthless capitalism, he at least owes us some indication of an alternative he would accept as truly "radical." In other words, how far does his radicalism extend? Does it include a need to scrap our democratic framework? The "loyal opposition" Smith derides accepts that there is no substitute for this hard work of convincing the demos of its version of the world and of how America should act within it, both at home and abroad. The alternative to doing that work of persuasion, of looking like "supplicants," it would seem, entails claiming that change through democratic means is impossible—and, thus, an enlightened minority is justified in pursuing other means toward change. Since the radical left no longer discusses those means very often (certainly Smith's book never addresses any means he thinks would actually effect the changes he claims to desire), I feel entitled to the suspicion that righteous complaint, not actual reform or revolution, is dearest to these leftists' hearts.

In short, a liberal like me does believe that the return of ruthless capitalism in our day greatly threatens the great strides the modern democracies made prior to 1970 in spreading the benefits of prosperity and peace to many. The imperfections of liberal democracy's pre-1970 achievements are not to be ignored, but they do not, in my opinion, mean that liberal democracy was on the wrong track, or that it necessarily cannot deliver the effective freedom that it presents as its goal. At stake, fundamentally, is whether one believes that our democratic forms and our democratic heritage afford the resources required to combat the depredations of contemporary capitalism. The liberal believes that we know what mechanisms to employ—including vigorous state regulation and progressive, redistributive tax policies—
to get the kind of results we want. What we lack at the moment is the popular endorsement that would enable using those means. That lack is not some in-built fault of the "system," irremediable except by destroying the system. It is the fault of a liberal-left that has not made a persuasive case for its vision of the good society.

Comedy, in other words, is about change, but it is not about revolutionary change. And the same charge can be laid at the door of liberalism, and, for that matter, of pragmatism. With their emphasis on habit and on "the trail of the human serpent" carried in our signs and concepts, James and Dewey respect the values and commitments we carry from the past into the present. They are almost Burkean (Edmund Burke now, not Kenneth) in their sense that "reconstruction" must work with the materials bequeathed us. Starting from scratch is no more in the cards for the pragmatist than is radical doubt. "The longing for a total revolution" (Bernard Yack's phrase) has been a persistent dream in modernity—and one that does not have a promising track record. It is hard to dissociate such longing from visions of purity, of nonaccommodation, and of uncompromising rectitude. The miracle of liberal democracy, from the first successes in ending the religious wars of seventeenth-century Europe through to the present, has been the ability to maintain relatively peaceful societies in which the rule of law and orderly succession of power from one group to another has triumphed over civil war. Violence is the all-too-ordinary reality in many societies today, as it has been throughout history. The ability of some societies to establish another ordinary reality, the boring placidity of bourgeois life, only seems contemptible when the threat of violence is so remote as to be forgotten. The Bush administration's violations of the rule of law do suggest that complacency about our liberal democratic order has lulled us into a false sense of its permanence. The eternal vigilance that is the price of liberty has, it seems, deserted us. A highly questionable election in 2000 and an administration that ignored basic civic liberties should have precipitated constitutional crises, but instead these were accepted peaceably by a citizenry perhaps too committed to its own immunity from political conflict. The Achilles' heel of liberal democracies is revealed when there are abuses of power that are not well addressed within the given procedural forms. The tactics of the civil rights movement from 1955 to 1965 and of the antiwar movement from 1965 to
1971 were an experiment in how to influence the powerful (both in government and in society more generally) when accepted forms of political suasion (the ballot and working with elected representatives) were not getting the job done.

Still, I would argue, the success of such tactics depends on, among other things, the enlisting of large numbers. Nothing is forbidden ahead of time; the abolition of private property and the establishment of a "command economy" are fully acceptable if you win a majority of your fellow citizens over to that view through persuasive public speech. Revolutionary violence (like its cousin, terrorism) often comes from small cadres who, in failing to create a mass following, resort to violence out of despair or impatience or dogmatic certainty. Confident in their vision of how things should be and contemptuous of those who do not share their vision, revolutionaries are careless about causing suffering in the world that is. Hostile to the framework of liberal democracy, caustic about its continual compromises, they are likely to look at legal forms as "shams," as providing cover for the sins of the powerful instead of protection for the many. The bourgeois virtues are easy to despise, but the stability and peace they enable are very difficult to recreate. [4] That’s why Dewey, like Gandhi, argues that violent means toward change can only prove counterproductive: "The means to which it [democracy] is devoted are the voluntary activities of individuals in opposition to coercion; they are assent and consent in opposition to violence; they are the force of intelligent organization versus that of organization imposed from outside or above. The fundamental principle of democracy is that the ends of freedom and individuality for all can be attained only by means in accord with those ends" ("Democracy Is Radical," ED4, 538).

Democratically produced reform does not rule out abolishing some forms or institutions inherited from the past. But it does make such abolition less likely given people’s investments in those inheritances. More likely is the reconstruction of those forms and institutions to better accommodate present needs and desires. The drive is toward a more capacious ability to satisfy a wide range of desires located within an appreciation of how stable forms provide the conditions for peace. So, yes, I admit the charge that comedy, like liberal democracy, is suspicious of visions of total transformation. The hard work of persuading a large number of one’s fellows is the means
toward transformation that democracy offers—and rhetorical success is almost certainly going to require that I bend to some of my interlocutors' views. The notion that I will be able to dictate to them what they should believe is a fantasy—and a dangerous one. Kenneth Burke offers a sober account of what the "work of peace" can accomplish and of the obstacles it should expect to encounter.

In such conflict between people with different views, one's natural mode of action will be that of education, propaganda, or suasion. And any instigations to select one's means from the realm of violence must come solely from the violence of those who attack him for his peaceful work as propounder of new meanings—a state of affairs which he will strive to avoid as much as possible by cultivating the arts of translation and inducement. He will accept it that the pieties of others are no less real or deep through being different from his own, and he will seek to recommend his position by considering such orders of recalcitrance and revising his statements accordingly.62

Comic accommodation is the work of peace insofar as it takes turning the opponent into an enemy off of the table. You do not get to eliminate your opponent, drive him off the public stage, in a democracy. You only get the opportunity to persuade him to adopt your views—just as he gets the chance to do likewise. And this rhetorical contest (Burke has a distinctly agonistic conception of comedy and of politics) takes place within a framework that provides for the peaceful coexistence of different fundamental commitments ("pieties" in Burke's terms).

We reach here what I take to be a core assertion of secular comedy. Pluralism is understood as the irreducible multiplicity of different human conceptions of the good; the irreducible multiplicity of various selves occupying this world at the same time and engaged in pursuing different goods; and the irreducible multiplicity of goods, not all of which are compatible with one another, that any one individual might pursue. There are existential evils that humans can try to mitigate, but which they can never fully avoid or cure. But there are also humanly caused evils—and one recurrent question appears to be whether those evils are the result of pluralism or the result of our efforts to cure pluralism. Comedy strives to accept pluralism, to learn how to affirm human life in all its chaotic diversity. Comedy insists that cures for pluralism are far worse than the disease. We are not going to be saved from the messiness of living with others. But we
can act within our social relations, as political animals, to minimize the evil we do to one another. The work of peace is the work of continually adjusting ourselves to the presence of others and to our need to cooperate with them to sustain life. The work of comedy is to foster first the "charitable attitude" that can help us to avoid the temptation of blaming others for our ills and then, possibly, to move us toward a more positive love that delights in the fact of others who are not like me.

Crucially, in order to forestall the tragic victimage that also accompanies the anti-liberal intolerance of plurality, Burke repurposes the notion of "socializing losses."68 (This strategy activates Nussbaum’s notion that social solidarity is the alternative way—contrasted to angry striking out at others, the self, or the world—to respond to human dependency and vulnerability.) By generalizing guilt, by making us all responsible for the abiding fact of conflict and disagreement, by accepting that all of us retain differences that are not fully compatible with the prevailing order, the socialization of losses eschews the fantasy that one great purgative killing could save us from the slings and arrows of our daily interactions, from the inefficiencies of democracy. Where tragedy trains our focus on "the individual hero" who attains a kind of "divinity" through serving as the sacrificial victim, comedy "replace[s]" the hero with "a collective body" (AH, 268). Such a strategy spreads the suffering around even as it tells us that there is no permanent, once-for-all end to suffering, no one thing we can do to make the world pain-free. It protects us from the delusions of redemption, from the fantasy that the rubs of pluralism or the aches of the body can be eliminated. And it provides us with a social, this-worldly, non-extreme response to the ongoing presence of evil in human affairs.

Although Burke could not identify an author of the phrase, "the socialization of losses," the term originates in the economic sphere. The politics of such socialization in recent years have been dramatic. Even a Republican administration embraced socializing losses when it came to the financial collapse of fall 2008, but Republicans generally have been hostile to devices for such socialization adopted in most liberal democracies during the twentieth century. That society should spread the pain of natural disasters by providing emergency relief out of the public coffers is now almost universally accepted, although FEMA’s deficiencies in the wake of Hurricane Katrina suggest such
relief was hardly a priority for the Bush administration. But even Social Security, and certainly national health insurance, are suspect for the American right at this point in time. That the ills of old age and of poor health might be mitigated by social insurance schemes that spread the economic cost among the whole collective is anathema to a right wing that seems determined to locate pain squarely on victims deemed responsible for their condition. Contempt for the weak, for losers, is the other side of a righteous sense of entitlement to what I garnered by my own efforts and that the demonized government is trying to take away from me. Any sense that we are all in this together, or that our collective is shamed by its neglect of the most needy, is banished. Only “girly men” (in the memorable words of Arnold Schwarzenegger) entertain such thoughts, such sentiments.

Examples of the “socialization of losses” in literary comedies are fairly rare. The Duke in As You Like It responds to Orlando’s attempt to gain food by threat of violence by telling him that, in the Forest of Arden, “your gentleness shall force / More than your force move us to gentleness” (act 2, scene 7, 101–2). In the movies, the most famous socialization of losses takes place at the end of It’s a Wonderful Life, a scene that is both wonderfully gratifying to watch and almost always subsequently disavowed as sentimental. I have come to believe that “sentimental” is the name given to an emotion one fears, for whatever reasons, to acknowledge. Why do we feel (on reflection) the need to disavow the vision of goodness and of social cooperation that, at first blush, moves us so deeply at the end of Capra’s movie? The Holocaust shows us something deep about human potentials; to disavow its lesson is an act of massive bad faith. But to acknowledge the human capacity, often exhibited, for generosity, love, fellow feeling, and cooperation is somehow to make oneself prey to sentimental fantasies. A slightly different (and less iconic) scene at the end of Peter Weir’s 1986 film Witness, brings the nonviolent Amish community together in front of armed killers—and the community’s willingness to face death together defeats the power of the gun.94 We can recognize here a variant of the political strategy pioneered by Gandhi and adapted to American circumstances by the civil rights movement. “Socialization,” collective action, can achieve things impossible to the individual agent. It is not just that the left needs to mobilize this power of the collective; it also needs to develop the various ways that
the desire to be part of something larger than ourselves can be articulated and exemplified in the public square. The joys of participation in effective social (or political) action are underappreciated and under-experienced today. Dewey's description of democracy, among other things, reminds us that politics is, not exclusively, but not trivially, about collective action—and that participation in collective action can be a powerful source of individual satisfaction, pleasure, and meaning.

A similar moral intuition about justice underlies the argument that the fruits of economic prosperity should also be shared across the whole society. There are many ways to describe the growing economic inequality in the United States. Here's just a few: from 1990 to 2005, corporate profits were up 106 percent and corporate CEO pay up 298 percent, but corporate worker pay rose only 49 percent. Since 1979, the top 1 percent of American wage earners has seen their share of the national income more than double; the bottom 90 percent has had their share of the national income decrease. Do we really believe that all the economic growth since 1979 has been the result of the efforts of only 10 percent of America's workers? These differences in income over the past thirty-plus years have been registered in a redistribution of the nation's wealth upward. The top 1 percent now holds 225 times more wealth than the average household, up from 125 times in 1962 and 131 times in 1983. The top 10 percent of Americans now own over 60 percent of the nation's total wealth, the highest total since 1929, while the bottom half (that is, one out of every two Americans) owns less than 5 percent of the total wealth of the country. We are in the process of destroying the middle class that was created between 1930 and 1970. What made the rise of the middle class possible? A mixture of progressive taxation, social insurance programs (and the economic transfers they entail), and, crucially, a national culture that acted on the feeling that we were all in this together, that my prosperity relied on the efforts of many others, and that my prosperity was shameful if my neighbor was in need.

Liberal democracy has a story to tell, a story about how the polis can mitigate suffering and loss through a collective response to those ills, about how all members of a society can contribute to and enjoy a collective prosperity. It is a story with strong emotional appeal, one that taps into preexisting sympathies and the strong desire to participate in a collectivity of which one can be proud. Like many others,
I fault the Obama administration for lacking either the vision or the courage (I don’t know where the fault lies) to tell that story when working for health care reform. Yes, the ingenuity of our social insurance schemes is a marvel of modern governance, but the more direct story about how we should be a nation that cares for its sick, its poor, and its elderly (every single one of them) needs to be the central focus. The left did a terrible job of “selling” the health care bill. It got mired in the details instead of telling the big story. Dramatic cases of people lacking care, of having lost their insurance after getting sick or because of being laid-off, are all around us. The suffering of those people should have been highlighted—and the ways the legislation would alleviate that suffering made clear. Much more was at stake here than bending the long-term cost curve or the difference between a “public option” and an individual mandate to buy insurance from private providers. Yes, the complexities mattered, but the first priority was to get the voters’ “buy-in” to a vision of the country we want to be. The administration failed to translate the vocabulary of “hope” and “change” from the campaign into the hope that a change in our health care system would provide for millions of our fellow citizens.

Battered from both the left and the right, liberals in America seem to believe that they lack a compelling story to tell, that the harsh rules of international economic competition and geo-political strife dictate an entirely different story, one that highlights insecurity and the consequent inability to trust anyone else. There is no doubt that American liberalism has been in serious decline over the past forty years—and that this decline is tracked almost exactly by the growing economic inequality in our country. The master narrative of who we are as Americans and who we aspire to be has been captured by the right, although the liberal vision still resonates for a sizeable minority. To the liberalism of fear that emphasizes protection against abuses of power and alleviation of unnecessary suffering, the left needs to add its more capacious vision of a flourishing life for all in association with others. Liberal democracy needs to become what people desire, not something viewed as an impediment to individual fulfillment. Against the right’s vision of an individualistic freedom underwritten by a fear that sees all but my most intimate others as threats and by the desire to accumulate wealth for me and mine, the left must articulate and embody its vision of caring and sharing relationships with all our
fellow humans. And that work begins with repudiating the ways our
tough-minded right has made the more tenderhearted vision of the
left unspeakable in the public sphere, tainted as hopelessly sentiment-
al or utopian. Our ordinary experience in caring for others and in
finding our most satisfactory and meaningful moments in those lov-
ing interactions needs to be mobilized. Admittedly, translating from
these generally face-to-face encounters to larger social scenes is diffi-
cult, but faint hearts never won fair polities.

The right devoted great attention and considerable resources to
shaping and then disseminating its story. Conservatives have under-
stood the rhetorical core of politics in a democracy. It is also true that
conservatives from Nixon on have fought dirty, that they have politi-
cized (i.e., ramped up conflict in) areas of American civic life that
were previously apolitical, that they have used the resources of money
and power in profoundly anti-democratic ways, and that they have
ignored (at best) and demonized (at worst) vast numbers of their
fellow citizens in creating their image of a unified America. Liberals
have a tougher task insofar as they are trying to craft a vision of com-
munal care for a diverse population and are trying to combat the con-
centration of wealth and power that threatens our democracy. But
explanations for liberal failure cannot serve as an excuse for inaction.
Only if liberals counter the conservative narrative on the terrain of a
“large vision” can the comic vision of a caring, sharing society prevail.
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